CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusion

After analyzing the data, conclusions are drawn as the following:

1. Between buyers and sellers in traditional market, there are intersentential code switching and intrasentential code switching. Dominantly, from the data, the researcher found the intersentential code switching in this research.

2. Between buyers and sellers in traditional market, three processes of code switching, insertion, alternation, congruent lexicalization.

3. Between buyers and sellers in traditional market, there are reasons of using Code Switching, being empathic about something (express solidarity), interjection (inserting sentence fillers or sentence connectors), repetition used for clarification, clarifying the speech content, expressing group identity. While talking about particular topic and quoting somebody else were not found in all utterances.

5.2 Suggestions

1. Code switching is very important to maintain and master, especially in cultural situation, the use of them can leads to the polite communication. So, the researcher suggests the buyers and sellersto maintain it in order.
2. The lectures or teachers in the live of society, because the teaching approach by using code switching will be easier to get closer to the society.

3. For the other researchers, as the reference when conduct a research with similar topic and phenomenon.